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WHO WE ARE
As many as seven out of every 10 youths released from juvenile justice care end up returning
after their release because they leave without the skills, competencies, experiences,
we believe in the potential of every young person and recognize the disadvantages and
barriers facing youths in secure custody, the majority of whom are young people of color. We
integrate research into practice to improve juvenile justice outcomes so that all young people
are ready and prepared to continue school, get a job, pay bills, maybe start a family or a
business and enjoy productive, purposeful lives.

OUR MISSION
To improve juvenile justice outcomes for young people, their families and the community by

2021

PERFORMANCE-BASED STANDARDS

connections and support they need to be successful. At Performance-based Standards (PbS)

integrating research into practice. We work with juvenile agencies across the country to meet
national standards and continuously use data to improve juvenile justice outcomes so all
young people leave with the best possible chances for success.

OUR VISION

PbS envisions a world where a young person’s circumstance doesn’t determine their life

course and where all young people have the opportunities and resources they need to reach
their full potential.

KEY OBJECTIVES
1. Improve juvenile justice outcomes;

2. Increase use of PbS data to lead, manage and conduct research;
3. Advance racial equity, diversity and inclusion; and
4. Achieve fiscal sustainability.

WELCOME
FROM KIM

Nashville. I hope 2022 brings more opportunities
for connection.

Dear PbS community,
When I think about the past 12 months, I see a blur
of faces on my computer screen, quiet highways,
empty restaurants and a list of books and movies to
get through. I consider myself fortunate
I stayed
healthy and had a job I could do remotely. But the
real gift for me was the inspiration I felt watching
you all meet the unimaginable challenges of the
pandemic.

─

The pandemic came without warning, without a
blueprint or policy manual. All of us at PbS
marveled at your dedication to show up for the
young people, each other and your families. We
were inspired by your determination to keep
everyone safe, routines as “normal” as possible and
how
sometimes even on a daily basis
you
created new strategies for schooling, recreation,
and connecting young people with their families.
You juggled staff shortages, quarantining, illness
and death, child care and home schooling. Your
strength and resilience resonated with me, my
team, our coaches, our Board of Directors, our
national partners and federal leaders. Thank you.

─

─

PbS has always been a remote, on-line program so
our work continued, albeit at a different pace. We
felt encouraged when the coaches started to travel
for site visits and we were able to go on location to
film the 2021 PbS Barbara Allen-Hagen Award
winners. Another highlight was finally being able to
meet in person with many of you for the Agency
Coordinators Training and Awards Night in

The following pages highlight the amazing work of
our participating agencies, coaches and my
wonderful mighty staff of eight. The work to meet
our aspirational standards, use the power of data to
manage, monitor and improve facility and youth
outcomes deserves the highest of accolades. There
is no other organization or community so dedicated
to our vision of a world where a young person’s
circumstance doesn’t determine their life trajectory
and striving to ensure young people involved in
juvenile justice can access the opportunities and
resources they need to reach their full potential.
Like you, we saw the past year exacerbate our
nation’s historic racial injustice and overincarceration of adults and young people of color.
We watched the challenges grow for young people
when they leave facilities and end supervision and
services. Creating the PbS Education and
Employment Foundation
established solely to
raise and distribute money directly to young people
involved in juvenile justice for scholarships, reentry
assistance and employment
was the logical next
step. Thanks to the many donors who helped us
raise money this year.

─

─

Together we are helping change young lives and for
that, I am truly grateful for the opportunity to work
with you.

Kim Godfrey Lovett
Executive Director, PbS Learning Institute
President, PbS Education and Employment Foundation

FROM OUR PRESIDENT
What a year 2021 was: full of change, challenges and inspiring learnings. I hope that
you have the opportunity to read this report carefully and thoughtfully and learn of
many things that PbS is doing to uncover insights and establish practices that can
benefit your own work. There is always more that we can learn and accomplish,
right? At PbS, we all learn, together, all the time. That is what we do.
On a personal note, over many years PbS provided the data, comparisons, surveys,
analysis, support and research that consistently helped me as a State Juvenile
Director to be successful; that is, to be proactive, team oriented, vigilant and
motivated. In hard times, when our work was questioned, the information PbS
provided helped “save the day” as the data spoke for itself in convincing ways,
utilizing objectivity and transparency. Frankly, I cannot imagine working effectively
in the field of juvenile justice without the contributions of PbS, its staff and
processes. The distractions, and opportunities in this field are prolific. With data,
one is well advised to choose with thoughtful care.

Barry Stoodley
President

Juvenile Justice is not an easy endeavor for any of us, however competent. Nor is it
well prescribed. PbS is a structured data-driven and evidence-based guide map,
leading to where we aspire to be. We set our own team goals using the resources
and comparisons that are best suited to achieve and maintain those goals. The
rewards of participation are transparent and significant.
- Barry
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OUR PARTNERS

WORKING TOGETHER
Every year our partners commit to continuous improvement. They collect, analyze and report data to
improve the lives and life opportunities of the young people in their care and deliver positive outcomes
for youths, their families and staff. Their collective efforts provide the field with a unique and timely
national picture of our juvenile justice systems' strengths and areas for improvement. We honor and
appreciate all our partners.

STATE PARTNERS

Alabama Department of Youth Services
Alaska Division of Juvenile Justice
Colorado Division of Youth Services
Connecticut Court Support Services Division
Delaware Department of Services for
Children, Youth and their Families, Division
of Youth Rehabilitative Services
Hawaii Office of Youth Services,
Department of Health Services
Idaho Department of Juvenile Corrections
Illinois Department of Juvenile Justice
Indiana Department of Correction - Division
of Youth Services
Iowa Department of Human Rights
Kansas Department of Corrections- Juvenile
Services
Louisiana Office of Juvenile Justice
Maine Department of Corrections - Division
of Juvenile Justice
Massachusetts Department of Youth
Services
Minnesota Department of Corrections
Montana Department of Corrections Youth
Services Division
Nebraska Department of Health and
Human Services - Division of Children and
Family Services
Nevada Division of Child and Family
Services
New Mexico Juvenile Justice Services Children Youth and Families Department
North Dakota Department of Corrections
and Rehabilitation - Division of Juvenile
Services
Ohio Department of Youth Services
Oklahoma Office of Juvenile Affairs
Oregon Youth Authority
Pennsylvania Bureau of Juvenile Justice
Services
Rhode Island Department of Children,
Youth and Families - Division of Youth
Development
South Carolina Department of Juvenile
Justice
Washington Juvenile Rehabilitation
Administration
West Virginia Bureau of Juvenile Services
Wisconsin Department of Corrections Division of Juvenile Corrections

LOCAL PARTNERS

Allegheny County Juvenile Probation,
Pennsylvania
City of New Orleans, Juvenile Justice
Intervention Center, Louisiana
Clark County Department of Juvenile Justice
Services, Nevada
Dakota County Community Corrections,
Minnesota
Florida Parishes Juvenile Justice District,
Louisiana
Fresno County Probation Department - Juvenile
Services, California
Grand Forks County Juvenile Detention Center,
North Dakota
Hamilton County Juvenile Court, Ohio
Johnson County Juvenile Detention Center,
Kansas
Maricopa County Juvenile Probation
Department, Arizona
Multnomah County Department of Community
Justice, Oregon
Philadelphia Department of Human Services,
Pennsylvania
Sacramento County Probation Department Juvenile Probation Services, California
San Diego County Probation Department,
California
Stanislaus County Probation Department Juvenile Division, California
Ward County Juvenile Detention Center, North
Dakota

COMMUNITY PARTNERS

Boys and Girls Village, Connecticut
Community Partners in Action, Connecticut
Community Solutions Inc., Rhode Island
Connecticut Junior Republic
Hennepin County Home School, Minnesota
Journey House Residential Treatment Center,
Connecticut
New Orleans Juvenile Justice Intervention
Center, Louisiana
Ramey-Estep Homes Residential Services,
Kentucky
Rutherford House, Louisiana
Youth Opportunity Investments Davidson
County Juvenile Detention Center, Tennessee

OUR
PARTICIPANTS
In 2021 juvenile justice leaders and professionals in
46 agencies across 33 states voluntarily embraced
PbS' model of continuous improvement.
Participating facilities included state-run secure
programs, county detention centers and private
community residential programs ranging in size from
less than 10 to more than 100 young people. Thanks
to a grant from the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP), Office of Justice
Programs and US Department of Justice, PbS
expanded for the first time in 2021 to community
supervision agencies.
PbS participants are a special group of professionals
dedicated to the young people they serve and to
using data to improve their lives. Every April and
October they report administrative and incident data
and administer surveys to young people, staff and
families to gain a holistic perspective of their
operations, environment and culture. The insights
from the surveys and data gives them a picture of
their practices, safety, impact of programming and
services offered, conditions and quality of life,
connection with families and young people's
preparedness for release. Using PbS' seven-step
improvement plan, they set intentional goals and
track and monitor their progress every six months,
looking at the data with their PbS coaches and the
PbS Help Desk and making adjustments and changes

to do more of what works and less of what doesn't.
PbS' field average ― created from the data of all
participants and adjusted for facility type, size and
location ― allows them to compare the impact of
their work to similar facilities and programs. While
2021 was another demanding and challenging year
and despite the hurdles of the pandemic, these
juvenile justice professionals continued to work hard
to improve young peoples' chances for success, keep
everyone safe and use data to effectively navigate
through the difficult times.
In recognition of PbS' proven approach and the value
of a robust national dataset, OJJDP has provided
funding to expand PbS to states, tribal nations and
US territories; and, to pilot, test and develop PbS for
Community Supervision agencies. The funding
supports the first year of PbS participation as well as
upgrades to the PbS technology to enhance the data
collection, reporting and analysis tools.

PbS and OJJDP created a model that provides
effective data collection and reporting ― and
then uses that data to enhance conditions.
The model helps ensure facility safety,
provide effective programming and achieve
positive outcomes for youths."
CHYRL JONES
Acting Administrator for the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention

2021 DATA

9,763
STAFF SURVEYS

7,113
YOUTH SURVEYS

6,079
YOUTH RECORDS

1,965
FAMILY SURVEYS

ROLLOUT OF NEW KIOSK
In 2021, while the number of surveys collected dropped a little due to
concerns related to the pandemic, the number of facilities using the
PbS Kiosk increased to 119 facilities. More than half (61%) of PbS
facilities took advantage of the kiosk to collect surveys of youths, staff
and families, moving to a paperless process and eliminating manual
data entry. The new lightweight model was designed to advance
remote support capabilities, making it easier to collect the surveys on
the touch-screen terminal.

LESSONS FROM
THE PANDEMIC
Routinely (24% in April, 33% in October)
Randomly (7% in April, 6% in October)
At release (17% in April, 19% in October.)
In 2021 and one year into the pandemic, PbS delved
deep into the data to understand what trends and
changes brought on by the pandemic could be
learned from.
The data stems from information collected from 46
agencies across the country in the months of April
and October 2021. This is what we learned:

Facilities continued disinfecting practices, social
distancing, requiring masks and personal protective
equipment (PPE), screening staff coming in to work
and restricting non-essential staff from entering the
facility. PbS published a series of stories of the
heroic staff and leadership that was well-received
and helped the public better understand the hard
work being done.

PREVALENCE OF COVID

New questions asked of PbS participants in 2021
provided unique and timely information about how
agencies and staff were responding to the
pandemic. We saw more preventive and protective
strategies over the course of the year, more testing
and more positive cases. In the month of October,
more than half of the facilities (56%) reported one
or more staff were infected with the virus,
compared to 37% during April. Meanwhile fewer
facilities reported cases of infected youths- 24% in
October compared to 31% in April. In those two
months alone, more than 7,000 tests were
administered to staff and 6,200 to youths.
From April to October 2021 we saw an increase in
overall testing of young people to mitigate the
spread of the virus and more facilities testing
routinely. Facilities tested:
When a youth exhibited symptoms (84% of
facilities in April, 85% in October)
Upon exposure to a positive case or through
contract tracing (63% in April, 72% in October)
Upon arrival (61% in April, 63% in October)

HEALTH AND SAFETY
Keeping young people in juvenile facilities safe took
on a new meaning when the pandemic struck. It
required agencies to make changes (sometimes
daily) to operations, practices and policies. It
required everyone ― youths, staff, families, agency
leaders ― to work together in new ways to stay safe
and healthy.

In addition to putting in place precautions and
restrictions for physical safety such as
quarantining, mask wearing and providing meals in
individual rooms, agency and facility leaders also
needed to address emotional safety and the fears
created by the unknowns of the pandemic. Agency
and facility directors increased communication
efforts to help ease fears with daily and weekly
briefings that in many states were open to the
families of staff and young people.
The majority of young people ― about 75% ―
continued to feel safe, according to their responses
to the PbS Youth Climate Survey and this has been
consistent over the past five years. However,
slightly more youths said they feared for their
safety in October 2021 than earlier in the year: 18%
of young people in correction facilities (from 17% in
April) and 16% in detention centers (from 14% in
April).
Similarly, the PbS Staff Climate Survey showed that
the vast majority of staff continued to feel safe.
After a slight decline in the percentage when the
pandemic first arrived, in October 2021, 76% of the
nearly 4,000 staff responding to the survey, said
they did not fear for their safety.

EDUCATION
Daily routines for young people in facilities and
community programs were disrupted due to
restricted contact and visitors, including teachers
and volunteers. Although education seemed to
resume some normalcy as the year progressed and
in-person instruction returned to many locations,
across the country the pandemic widened the
preexisting student achievement gaps, hitting
disadvantaged young people the hardest. One
estimate of the learning lost by public school K-12
students was five months behind in math and four
months behind in reading. Young people in PbS
facilities showed a similar decline: The percentage
of young people whose math scores increased
between admission and discharge dropped from
53% in April 2020 to 45% in October 2021 and the
percentage whose reading scores increased dropped
from 50% in April 2020 to 46% in October 2021.
By October 2021, in-person education had resumed
in all but 28% of the facilities, positively impacted
the young people’s experiences with school. Survey
responses from young people during the months of
April and October showed an increase in the percent
of youths who said school has been helpful from
57% to 67%, closer to the pre-pandemic results.

COVID DATA SNAPSHOTS
Our series of Data Snapshots summarize the impact of
COVID-19 in juvenile justice facilities and offer information
about the use of restraints, staff-youth relationships and
family engagement and perspectives. Read them at
pbstandards.org/covid-19.

Fewer restrictions on in-person education and family
visits in October than in April

CONNECTING WITH FAMILIES
Family visits were similarly curtailed to prevent the spread
of COVID-19. In April 2021, 92% of the facilities reported
restrictions and elimination of non-essential visitors. By
October, the majority of facilities continued to restrict
visits (76%) but many had created ways for families to visit
safely in person.
Facilities quickly adjusted to using video communications
to keep young people connected to their families. In April,
nearly all facilities (98%) reported increasing use of phone
and video communications between young people and
their families and that continued through the end of the
year with 94% reporting increased use in October. Group
activities, such as recreation and meals, had resumed in
about 25% of the facilities by the fall.
The gradual return of family visits understandably made a
positive impact on young people. Survey responses from
young people during the months of April and October
showed an increase in the percent of youths who reported
visits from their families increased from 39% in April to
49% in October, still fewer than the pre-pandemic
percentages of 62%.
Families similarly appreciated the lessening of visitation
restrictions and use of video calls. Whereas about half of
the families in April reported visiting their child, 66%
reported visiting their child in October. Family members
continued to like video calls, 39% percent choosing video
calls as the way they like best to stay in contact with their
child in October 2021, a noticeable jump from 5% at the
pandemic’s outset.

Objective 1

SUSTAINING POSITIVE OUTCOMES

CHANGES WE WANT TO SUSTAIN
The PbS data early in the pandemic pointed to
several areas that were positively impacted,
including: fewer young people in custody, more
young people reporting positively about their
relationships with staff and fewer instances where
restraints were used. Staff described changed
perceptions: Young people and staff grouped
together as “families” or small units to minimize the
virus spread, which resulted in better understanding
of each other and connectedness.

FEWER YOUNG PEOPLE IN
CUSTODY

One of the immediate responses to the COVID-19
pandemic was to reduce the number of young
people in closed, congregate care facilities. It
required coordinated efforts among all juvenile
justice system partners ― judges, attorneys, secure
care leaders, community supervision directors and
families ― and resulted in a dramatic early decline in
the average daily population (ADP) in detention
centers and a continued decline in correction
facilities.
Reform efforts over the past two decades have
focused on minimizing the reliance on out-of-home
placement in response to delinquency, as research
continues to show that very few young people
benefit from 24-hour secure care. The overall
national total of young people in residential
placement was halved from 2010 to 2019. The ADP in
PbS correctional facilities similarly dropped by about
50%, from 78 in 2010 to 36 in 2021. Detention
centers, however, are showing a different story:
While the pandemic resulted in an ADP in April 2020
that was half of the ADP six months earlier (from an
average of 44 young people to 22) the number is
slowly increasing and in October 2021 was up to an
average of about 34 young people in custody.

After about six months of the pandemic in October
2020, we examined the responses of young people in
facilities to the PbS Youth Climate Survey and saw
small but noteworthy increases in the percentages of
young people who reported positively about their
relationships with staff. The increase dipped slightly
in April 2021 but at the end of the past year, more
young people answered positively to the questions
pertaining to:
Staff show residents respect (82%)
Staff are good role models (78%)
Staff only use force when they have to (77%)
Staff respect their tradition, beliefs and cultures
(76%)
Staff genuinely care about residents (75%)
Staff make more positive than negative
comments (73%)
Staff are fair about discipline (72%)
Overall trust staff (68%)

REDUCED USE OF RESTRAINTS
PbS collects data on use of restraints as an indication
of facility culture health and the extent to which
clearly defined rules are adhered to and positive
behavior management is being used to foster
positive staff-youth relationships and help kids
develop prosocial skills. PbS’ guidelines on using
restraints is clear: Restraints should never be used as
punishment and only as a last resort in the least
intrusive manner for the minimal time necessary to
allow the young person to regain control and rejoin
other youths in programming.

Restraint Use in Corrections Facilities

Average Daily Population Since 2010

BETTER STAFF-YOUTH
RELATIONSHIPS
As the numbers of young people fell, we wondered
how that impacted facilities’ cultures and how
agencies and staff grappled with the new fears and
stress that the pandemic introduced whilst trying to
create trusting, caring and mutually respectful
relationships with young people and operate safe
and healthy facilities.

Physical restraints ― the most commonly used type
of restraint ― was increasing until the pandemic hit.
We then saw the rate drop, particularly in detention
centers. Staff in almost one-quarter of PbS facilities
did not use any physical restraints in October 2021.
The October data also shows that other types of
restraints, including mechanical and chemical, were
less frequently used.
While the pandemic resulted in a reduction in the
use of restraints, unfortunately ― and similar to the
slow increase in the number of young people in
detention centers following the initial sharp drop ―
the use of physical restraints is on the rise again.
However, the rate remains below pre-pandemic
levels.

Objective 2

SHARING PbS DATA WITH THE FIELD

PbS DATABASE FOR RESEARCHERS
In 2021, we launched the PbS Database for
Researchers, a hub for data collected over 10 years
from more than 320 juvenile justice facilities. The
database makes information from tens of thousands
of youth and staff perception surveys, administrative
forms, incident reports and performance-indicating
outcome measures, available to all researchers in the
field. Researchers can ask and answer questions
about the conditions of confinement, quality of life
and services in detention, correction and assessment
facilities across the country.
The PbS Database for Researchers is arguably the
most comprehensive, timely and accurate national
dataset on the conditions, culture, environment and
quality of life inside juvenile justice facilities and the
implementation of best practices. The database is
updated twice a year and undergoes a multi-tiered
quality assurance process. Now, thanks to PbS'

ABOUT THE DATA
PbS data is collected biannually each April and
October. The data reflects the facility or program's
performance meeting PbS standards for safety,
security, order, education and programming,
health and behavioral health, family connection,
fairness and preparation for reentry.
The data undergoes a rigorous multi-layered
quality assurance check and contains sortable
demographic variables such as facility geographic
location, size, type and gender served.
The database includes perception survey data
from youths, staff and families in addition to
administrative information.

partnerships with the Annie E. Casey Foundation

Those conversations include important discussions

(AECF) and the Office of Juvenile Justice and

on positive youth development, family engagement,

Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP), the database is

behavior management, confinement practices,

available to all researchers with the intention to

mental health and substance use services, trauma-

contribute to the knowledge of the field and advance

informed care and reentry.

the development of policies and practices that yield
positive outcomes for young people involved in

In the past, researchers from Georgetown University,

juvenile justice.

the University of Wisconsin-Madison and the
University of California, Irvine, have analyzed PbS

The data is relevant to conversations
at the forefront of juvenile justice
today.

data to advance the juvenile justice field. Now, all
researchers from a variety of disciplines — including
criminology, law and legal studies, political science,
psychology, social work and sociology — may apply to
do the same.

Objective 3

ADVANCING RACIAL EQUITY

STRIVING FOR EQUITY IN OPPORTUNITY
OVER REPRESENTATION OF
BLACK YOUTHS
While the number of young people in juvenile
justice facilities continued to decline, PbS
demographic data demonstrates that over the
past 10 years, representation of white and
Black youths have reversed. This trend is
similar to the findings by the Annie E. Casey
Foundation and the National Center on
Juvenile Justice, who reported that the number
of youths of color rose from 49% to 54%
between 2005 and 2019. Black youths now
make up 40% of the population of youths in
facilities, while 30% are white youths in PbS
participating facilities, further highlighting that
young people of color continue to be overrepresented in the system.

THE VOICES OF YOUNG
PEOPLE

PbS is interested in what we can change that
will make a real and long-term difference in
setting young people up to succeed ― ending
their system involvement to become
productive, purposeful citizens.
Engaging young people in discussions and
decisions about their futures and the
programs, services and opportunities that are
most helpful to them has shown positive
results including their sense of fairness and
agencies' understanding of youths'

experiences, beliefs and sense of readiness to
return to their families and communities. PbS
participants seek young people's input using
two surveys: 1) The PbS Youth Climate Survey,
distributed during the months of April and
October, and 2) the PbS Youth Reentry Survey,
administered year-round shortly before a
young person leaves a facility, community
residential program and/or exits community
supervision.
Over time, the majority of young people
responded positively to climate survey
questions about fairness. About three-quarters
say the rules are fair and staff are fair about
discipline. Two-thirds said they were involved
in their treatment or service plan.

READINESS VS PREPAREDNESS
The PbS Youth Reentry Survey asks young
people questions to gain a sense of how ready
and prepared they believe themselves to be, to
return to their families and communities. The
questions are based on recent research
showing some of the best indicators of a
successful reentry are: connection to education
and family, employment and/or employability
skills, access to needed services such as
mental health and substance use; and, a sense
of hope and purpose. In 2021 more than 2,600
young people responded to the questions.
Some of the answers are below.

READY FOR REENTRY

95%

94%

93%

Are confident they
could achieve their
reentry goals

Have a plan for their longterm education and
employment that is helpful

Feel ready to get a job or
continue their current
employment

PREPARED FOR REENTRY

28%

40%

28%

List more than one
location where they
will sleep regularly

Strongly agreed they
have enough money
for food and clothing

Strongly agreed it will be
easy to pay their rent
and/or living expenses

50%
FEWER YOUTHS IN JUVENILE JUSTICE
FACILITIES

60%
ARE YOUTHS OF COLOR

AWARDS
KIDS GOT TALENT CONTEST
Launched in 2015, the PbS Kids Got Talent contest celebrates and showcases the many and
varied talents of young people in juvenile justice facilities. This year and despite the
challenges, we received many outstanding entries ― 37 entries from 40 young people from
14 facilities in 13 states.
The 2021 Kids Got Talent solo winner was Tim from Green Hill School in Chehalis, WA. He
submitted an original song, titled “Explícame,” which translates to “explain to me.” Tim
performed live at the PbS Awards Night in Nashville this year.
The group winner for 2021 is the duo singing an original song: “Dear Mama” from Ferris
School in Wilmington, DE. Ferris School has won the group category at least two other
times. Like Green Hill and others, they have made the PbS Kids Got Talent Contest a regular
event for their young people.

AWARDS

BARBARA ALLEN-HAGEN
AWARD WINNERS
NASELLE YOUTH CAMP

WARRENVILLE YOUTH CENTER

Starting in 2017 the staff at Naselle Youth
Camp (NYC) took on a “lingering” practice of
using room confinement as punishment.
The practice had become a first response
habit and it resulted in youths missing
opportunities to socialize, practice
community skills and further their
education.

When Warrenville Reception joined PbS in 2009
their data drew their attention to the number
of incidents involving the use of restraints and
staff reported fearing for their safety.

Washington Juvenile Rehabilitation
Administration

Staff were trained on alternative techniques
to address acting out behaviors and build
trust and respect with the youths. When the
practice of making youths eat in their
rooms as punishment was stopped, staff
witnessed more positive outcomes. The
team made policy changes limiting the use
of room confinement to one per incident
and increased reporting of incidents to
track efforts made to avoid the use of room
confinement. Staff developed incentives for
the youths, established new cultural
programs including Native American
drumming and they began to see and feel
change.
The data was proof that the culture had
shifted: in October 2020 NYC’s use of room
confinement was below the national field
average.

Illinois Department of Juvenile Justice

The team began immediate steps to improve
youth and staff safety. All staff in the facility
received training on de-escalation techniques
and gender-specific training following
conversion of the all-girl facility to a co-ed one.
Briefing and mediation meetings after every
incident allowed supervisors, staff and youths
to discuss incidents and work together on
strategies.
The team also looked at health and well-being
holistically Programming also increased and
youths had access to additional mental health
resources.
Just recently, Warrenville Reception hosted
their first co-ed homecoming dance for the
youths, with staff volunteering to run the event
– an event that would have been unheard of 11
years ago.

EDUCATION AND
EMPLOYMENT
EQUITY
All young people, regardless of where they are
born, deserve the opportunities to better their
social and economic situations. Our juvenile justice
facilities are filled with children and adolescents
who've already suffered the disadvantages of
discrimination, poverty, violence, unemployment,
abuse, homelessness and more. Their contact with
the system adds additional barriers to their future
successes as they are blocked from college
admissions, financial aid, public housing and jobs.
It's no wonder as many as seven out of 10 don't
make it.
PbS has been working for more than two decades
to learn what works best to help young people
leave facilities and stay out of trouble. Our data
and experiences with our participants further
supports what the research is showing: Education
and employment are keys to preventing young
people leaving juvenile justice agencies, from
committing future offenses. We decided to do
more. Five years ago, we offered the first
scholarships for young people and staff to
encourage and support post-secondary education.
Shortly afterward, we offered reentry assistance
grants recognizing the increasing struggles of
young people to pay for basic necessities as they
transitioned to living in the community.
The following year we added a third financial
award that matches what a young person earns
working while incarcerated during the summer

months up to $1000. However, the applications we
received far exceeded the amount we had
available to give. We created the PbS Education
and Employment Foundation in 2019, solely to
raise money for the awards and provide direct
financial support to young people with lived
system experience.
In 2021, PbS awarded 11 scholarships of $10002000, nine reentry assistance awards of $500 each
and six employment matching awards of up to
$1000. In our first year of fundraising, more than
$40,000 was raised for future awards, which
includes two new $15,000 scholarship donations to
launch the PbS Russ Jennings Scholarship in honor
of PbS Coach Russ Jennings who passed late in the
year.
As one young person said of winning an award: "I
know this can't solve all my problems but it can
assist with some of the issues I will be facing when
I am released... I can see the light at the end of the
tunnel."

Nearly half of all students who enter residential juvenile
justice facilities have an academic achievement level that is
below the grade equivalent for their age.
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OUR IMPACT

YOUNG PEOPLE
SUPPORTED IN 21
DIFFERENT STATES

$80,000
PROVIDED TO YOUNG PEOPLE TO
IMPROVE THEIR EDUCATION AND
EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

46

YOUNG PEOPLE PROVIDED
WITH EMPLOYMENT
MATCHING FUNDS

2021 ANNUAL APPEAL
Thank you to all our generous donors for the gifts in 2021. More than
50 individuals and the Annie E. Casey Foundation contributed to our
first annual appeal. Donations also came from Amazon Smile and a
Giving Tuesday Facebook fundraiser.

HONORING COACH RUSS
PbS Coach J. Russell (Russ) Jennings was a champion for juvenile justice reform. Russ believed in change –
the ability for failing systems to transform and evolve, the power of leadership to make a difference and
especially in the strength of disadvantaged young people to turn their lives around.
During his 10 years as a PbS coach, Russ worked with agency leaders and staff in Idaho, Oklahoma, New York, Pennsylvania,
Washington, Wisconsin; the California counties of Fresno, Riverside, Stanislaus, Sacramento and Merced and the state Division of
Juvenile Justice. He believed in the power of data and knew how to use it to transform ingrained systems and old habits into best
practices that delivered long-lasting results; a natural for PbS’ continuous improvement process and advocate for data-driven
decision-making.
In honor of his memory and his extraordinary contribution to the lives of countless young people and colleagues in juvenile justice,
PbS established the Russell “Russ” Jennings Scholarship. The PbS Russ Jennings Scholarship recognizes both the importance of
continued education after high school and the challenges of completing programs over the course of 12-24 months or longer. The
scholarship provides $15,000 for tuition costs for as long as it takes the selected young people to earn a degree or technical
vocational certification. Russ never stopped working hard for the young people who he believed in and we hope that legacy he
leaves through the scholarship will continue to make a difference.

Objective 4

FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

OPERATING BUDGET

Participants

REVENUE

Reentry grants
Expansion grant
Foundation
Other income

Personnel
Contractual

EXPENSES

Office operations
Technology
Travel
Marketing

FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY
As we navigated the challenges of 2021 during an ever-continuous pandemic, PbS continues
to be a fiscally strong organization. Our priority is to provide a research and data-driven
solution that benefits our agency partners, young people, staff, their families and the greater
community. Despite the pandemic and closing of many facilities, our participants grew and
we added new reports, publications and research-based tools. We remain committed to
pricing parity and minimally increased cost to participate. PbS ended the year with just under
2 million dollars in revenue.
The revenue from participants made up 76% of PbS’ overall receipts for FY21. We received
19% of revenue from the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP). Ten
percent of the revenue was provided by grant project: Improving Juvenile Reentry Programs
Capacity for Data Collection, Analysis Reporting (R2D2) and grant project: PbS for Juvenile
Programs Initiative, for which we received 9% of our revenue in FY21. The Annie E. Casey
Foundation provided three percent of our revenue for scholarships for youths and
technology upgrades. Finally, two percent of the revenue was due to other income that
consisted of the sales of kiosks, fees and reimbursements.
PbS received a Paycheck Protection Program loan in FY20 that was forgiven in FY21. It was
recognized as other income.

SPECIAL THANKS

OUR TEAM

OUR COMMUNITY
PbS would like to extend a special thank you to everyone who helped us make this year a
success and to all the agencies and staff who contribute every day to providing better outcomes
for young people, their families and the staff who care for them.
BARBARA ALLEN-HAGEN AWARD SELECTION COMMITTEE
Joe Cocozza, National Center for Mental Health and Juvenile Justice
Simon Gonsoulin, American Institutes for Research
Ernestine Gray, Orleans Parish Juvenile Court
Josh Rovner, The Sentencing Project
Melissa Sickmund, National Center for Juvenile Justice
Barry Stoodley, Performance-based Standards Board of Directors
Michael Umpierre, Center for Juvenile Justice Reform, Georgetown University
Jennifer Woolard, Department of Psychology, Georgetown University
KIDS GOT TALENT JUDGES
Andrea Coleman, Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Camille Germinal, Justice Policy Institute
Patrick Griffin, Criminal Justice, MacArthur Foundation
Ridha Kapoor, Coalition for Juvenile Justice
Samantha Millar, Justice Policy Institute
Gail D. Mumford, Annie E. Casey Foundation
Maggie Peake, Musician
Marc Schindler, Justice Policy Institute
PbS EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT FOUNDATION ADVISORY BOARD
Kim Godfrey Lovett, Performance-based Standards
Nate Balis, Annie E. Casey Foundation
Iliana Pujols, Connecticut Juvenile Justice Alliance
Terri Williams, Community Solutions, Inc.
Stephen Kaplan, Advisory Board Clerk
PbS COACHES
Karl Alston
Joyce Burrell
Lois Jenkins
Russ Jennings
Al Lick
Dan Maldonado
Janice Shallcross

Special thanks and
congratulations to PbS
Coach Lois Jenkins on
her retirement after 12
years with PbS!
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